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After receiving Philip’s order, George said to the elites around him, “Young Master has given the order. Let’s
begin. We’ll get it done at all costs!”

“Yes!”

Everyone responded and quickly sprang into action. Those operating on the computers started to bring down
the stocks of Homer Pharmaceutical while launching capital warfare against Homer Dunley!

Those on the phone contacted the companies and big bosses in Flower City of Charbury who had business
dealings with Homer. Using the stick and the carrot method, they warned them not to cooperate with Homer

Pharmaceutical and not to help Homer. Of course, the most practical way for these big bosses was to
cooperate with these people, steal Homer Pharmaceutical’s business, and empty its market share in Flower

City!

Others quickly mobilized the Clarke family’s human and material resources in Flower City to impose
sanctions on Homer Dunley’s family!

In just ten minutes, countless calls came in and out.

A mysterious force began to wreak havoc in Flower City of Charbury, which was hundreds of miles away.
Everything was targeted at Homer Dunley and his family in Flower City!

At this moment, more than half of the enterprises and companies in Flower City of Charbury, including some
underground kingpins, all received a mysterious notification or phone call. They were strictly prohibited from
contacting Homer and his son!

At first, many people were still in disagreement with the arrangement.



For these people, it did not take long before their company or enterprise was suppressed. Soon, another call
came in, asking them if they had changed their minds and whether they agreed now.

These people were immediately sent into a panic!

Many of them began to contact each other privately and quickly held an area-wide meeting. Finally, they
decided to cut off all cooperation with Homer. That was because in just a few minutes, their respective
companies had already lost tens of millions.

“It’s over! Who exactly did Homer and his son mess with?”

Many big bosses and figures of Flower City gathered together to talk about this matter.

“Who knows? But this time, it seems that Homer is going to fall flat on his face. Maybe they might not even
have a foothold in Flower City anymore!”

Another middle- aged man with a pot belly said mockingly.

“How can that be?” someone asked in puzzlement.

The fat man continued, “Think about it. With such means and strength, what kind of person could the
opponent be? Moreover, in just a few minutes, all of us here have lost tens of millions of profits! This adds up
to hundreds of millions!”

Upon hearing this, many of the bosses present became serious.

Yes, such a big operation was certainly not simple to execute.



“Do you think this is aimed at the main Dunley family and they’re just starting from Homer Dunley?”
someone asked.

When this question was voiced out, many people chose to be silent. Their faces turned unpleasant, and they
did not dare to speculate.

“I don’t know, but if that’s the case, we’ll have a good show to watch this time. For many years, no one has
dared to challenge the Dunley family. We might as well just sit back, watch the fight, and see how the

situation develops. If someone from the main Dunley family takes action, we can make a move too. That way,
we won’t bring attention to ourselves and can avoid being targeted by the Dunley family later. If the main
Dunley family stays quiet about this, we won’t make a move either, lest we antagonize this party in the dark.”

The middle-aged fat man gave his suggestion. Everyone nodded in agreement.

Homer had not slept all night. The company’s affairs were causing him a massive headache. Just as he
finished handling the refunds, another call came again.

Whenever Homer heard the phone ringing now, his heart would instinctively tremble. His face darkened as he
answered the call and asked coldly, “What is it now? Haven’t things been solved already? What else is

there?”

To his surprise, an indifferent voice of a young man said flatly, “Homer Dunley, you still have half an hour.
If you hand over Hector Dunley, then you, including the companies and assets under your name, will be safe
and sound. If you refuse to return to your senses and still insist on protecting him, then you can die with him.”
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